
  Choose their own car.

  Bypass the counter at most major U.S. and  
Canadian airports.

  Receive helpful arrival and return alerts.

  Earn their choice of Free Rental Days or  
frequent flyer miles.

  Earn Emerald Club rental credits at participating 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car® locations.*

  Expedite returns with automatic E-Receipts.

  Receive complimentary membership, exclusive offers, 
and special rates.

  Access Member Services: 1.800.962.7070 
(Monday–Friday, 9 a.m.–6 p.m. EST)

EMERALD CLUB  (EC)

 Benefits:

   Choice of car from the  
Emerald Club Aisle.SM**

   One Free Rental Day (up to a 
midsize car) with seven rental 
credits, OR frequent flyer miles 
(amount varies by airline).

Requirements:

None

Reservations:

Call: 1.800.328.1234

ExECUtivE  (CE)

 Benefits:

   Choice of car from the Executive 
Selection,SM featuring fullsize and 
higher class cars charged at the 
midsize rate.*

   Guaranteed upgrades. Member 
always pays for one car class less 
than the car reserved (fullsize 
through luxury).

   One Free Rental Day (up to a 
fullsize car) with six rental credits, 
OR frequent flyer miles (amount 
varies by airline).

Requirements:

12–24 paid rentals or 40–84 
paid rental days in a calendar 
year. For members upgrading to 
Executive, membership is valid 
for the remainder of the year the 
member was promoted and an 
additional 14 months.

Reservations:

Call our dedicated line: 
1.800.732.2109

ExECUtivE ELitE  (EE)

 Benefits:

 Same as above, and:

   Guaranteed car (up to a fullsize) 
with 24-hour notice.

   Car delivery to most private 
airport terminals within 50 miles 
of a National® location in the U.S. 
(Charges may apply.)

   One Free Rental Day (any car class 
with no blackout dates) with five 
rental credits, OR frequent flyer 
miles (amount varies by airline).

Requirements:

25 or more paid rentals or 85 
or more paid rental days in a 
calendar year. For members 
upgrading to Executive Elite, 
membership is valid for the 
remainder of the year the 
member was promoted and  
an additional 14 months. 

Reservations:

Call our dedicated line: 
1.888.836.3725

*For the definition of qualifying rental, a list of non-participating locations, and other important changes to the terms and conditions, please review the revised Emerald Club Master Rental Agreement and Program Rules and 
Conditions, which can be found at emeraldclub.com. **Available at select locations only. Expedited counter service available at all other locations. 

National, the “flag”, and Emerald Club are trademarks of Vanguard Trademark Holdings USA LLC. The Emerald Club Aisle is available at select locations only and subject to The Emerald Club membership terms and conditions. 
The Emerald Club and its services require a signed Master Rental Agreement on file. © 2014 National Car Rental. All rights reserved.  E03575  02.14
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